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Summary 

It has long been known that plants differ in form and function (i.e. plants’ functional traits) which 

reflect their adaptation to the environment globally and locally. Thus, functional traits provide a 

functional understanding of plants’ geographical distribution but also of their co-existence at local 

scales. Since plants are subjected to fundamental eco-physiological, bio-mechanical and 

evolutionary tradeoffs, not all combinations of traits are possible but traits co-vary. Sets of co-

varying traits – so called trait spectra – represent general plant strategy axes which can be 

quantified exploring the relationships among many traits for many plants distributed in different 

environments. Thus, the exploration of how and why functional plant traits vary among plants 

and among sites sheds light on two fundamental questions in plant ecology and functional plant 

geography:  

1) What are fundamental trait spectra and which general plant strategies do they reflect 

corroborating the prevalence of functional tradeoffs?  

2) Which functional traits limit plants to distribute towards certain climates and which 

functional processes can be inferred driving large-scaled distribution patterns? 

This research attempted to answer these two questions for North American forest ecosystems. For 

the majority of shrub and tree species distributed across the whole North American continent, 

from the boreal to the subtropics as well as from arid to humid regions, 23 functional traits were 

explored. 

To quantify fundamental trait spectra and to explore which general plant strategy axes they 

reflect, a distance based ordination method (Principle Coordination Analysis) was performed. 

Identified trait spectra were correlated with species specific shade, drought, water logging, fire 

tolerance and growth potential. These tolerances represent general strategies in forests because 

they are measures of whole plant performance in dependence on key environmental drivers 

among which woody species do trade off. Wood density, seed mass, maximum height, specific 

leaf area and life span were identified as key traits of partially independent trait spectra which 

were mainly correlated to species specific shade and drought tolerance and growth potential, 

respectively. The trait spectra identified here quantify the tradeoffs among fundamental plant 

strategies providing thus a more mechanistic understanding of plant functioning with respect to 

light and water availability. As seed mass, maximum height and specific leaf area belong to 

independent trait spectra, it supports additionally a conceptual trait-based plant strategy scheme 

which assumes these three traits per se as independent tradeoff axes. These findings confirm the 

use of the five key traits in order to quantify their limiting effect on species climate range limits.  



To explore the limiting effects on species’ climatic distribution, linear quantile regression 

was performed predicting species’ climatic range limits derived from distribution ranges. 

Quantile regression is the preferred method to analyze the effect of a limiting factor on a 

response. It was found that traits reflecting adaptation to regional factors like drought (e.g. wood 

density and maximum height) limit species’ climatic distribution while traits reflecting adaptation 

to local factors such as shade (e.g. specific leaf area) did not show a clear effect. Quantifying 

limiting effects gives insights into the mechanistic processes underlying climate niche occupation 

of species and thus of large scale distribution pattern. Mapping the limiting effects of traits back 

into the geographical space ‘no-go’ areas and areas ‘unconstrained’ to occupy for a species could 

be determined. Such maps can be finally used to derive ‘species exclusion maps’ which might be 

useful when evaluating predictions of species distribution models for climate change scenarios. 

Furthermore, dynamic vegetation models which use these traits already as predictors of plant 

functioning could be easily improved when implementing their effects also on range limits, i.e. 

serving a dual purpose. 

In summary, the results of both studies provide on the one hand side a deeper understanding 

of plant functioning in relation to their environment; on the other hand they have the potential to 

improve dynamic vegetation models and thus predictions under climate change scenarios.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Zusammenfassung 

Es ist eine alte Erkenntnis, dass Pflanzen sich in Form und Funktion (d.h. in ihren funktionellen 

Merkmalen) unterscheiden und dass entsprechende Merkmale ihre Anpassung an die Umwelt 

widerspiegeln - sowohl auf globaler als auch auf lokaler Ebene. Funktionelle Pflanzenmerkmale  

sind somit der Schlüssel, um geographische Verbreitungsmuster sowie lokale Koexistenz von 

Pflanzen funktionell zu verstehen. Da Pflanzen im Zuge der Anpassung an die Umwelt 

ökophysiologischen, biomechanischen und evolutionären Kompromissen unterliegen, sind nicht 

alle Kombinationen von Merkmalen möglich, sondern bestimmte Merkmale korrelieren 

miteinander. Funktionelle Merkmale, die miteinander korrelieren – so genanntes 

Merkmalsspektrum – , repräsentieren ein Spektrum von verschiedenen Pflanzenstrategien. 

Generelle Merkmalsspektren  können quantifiziert werden, wenn die Korrelationsstruktur vieler 

Merkmale von vielen Pflanzen aus unterschiedlichen Habitaten untersucht wird. Die Erforschung, 

wie und warum funktionelle Pflanzenmerkmale sich zwischen Pflanzen und zwischen ihren 

Verbreitungsorten unterscheiden, wirft Licht auf zwei fundamentale Fragen in der 

Pflanzenökologie und funktionellen Pflanzengeographie:  

1) Wie sehen grundlegende Merkmalsspektren aus, welche grundlegenden 

Pflanzenstrategien spiegeln sie wider und welche verschiedenen Funktionsweisen lassen 

sich somit spezifizieren?  

2) Welche funktionellen Merkmale limitieren die klimatischen Verbreitungsgrenzen von 

Pflanzen und erlauben diese Limitationen Rückschlüsse auf grundlegende 

Funktionsweisen, die maßgeblich die Verbreitung von Pflanzen auf kontinentaler Ebene 

bestimmen? 

Diese Studie versucht diese zwei Fragen für nordamerikanische Wälder zu beantworten. Für die 

Mehrheit der über den ganzen nordamerikanischen Kontinent verbreiteten Busch- und Baumarten 

wurden 23 funktionelle Merkmale erhoben und analysiert. Um grundlegende Merkmalsspektren 

zu quantifizieren und um zu evaluieren, ob diese generelle Pflanzenstrategien widerspiegeln, 

wurde eine Hauptkoordinaten-Analyse (Principle Coordination Analysis) durchgeführt. Dazu 

wurden die quantifizierten Merkmalsspektren mit artspezifischen Schattentoleranz-, 

Trockentoleranz-, Überflutungstoleranz-, und Feuertoleranzzeigerwerten sowie Werten für 

Wachstumspotential korreliert. Diese Zeigerwerte reflektieren grundlegende ökologische 

Strategien in Wäldern, da sie ein Maß für die Gesamtfitness der Arten in Anhängigkeit von 

wichtigen Umweltfaktoren darstellen. Holzdichte, Samenmasse, maximale Pflanzenhöhe, 

spezifische Blattfläche und Lebensalter wurden als Schlüsselmerkmale z.T. unabhängiger 



Merkmalsspektren identifiziert, die jeweils mit den artspezifischen Werten für Schattentoleranz, 

Trockentoleranz und potentiellem Wachstum korrelieren. Somit quantifizieren und validieren die 

identifizierten Merkmalsspektren die unterschiedlichen funktionellen Kompromisse zwischen 

verschiedenen Anpassungsstrategien an unterschiedliche Wasser- und Lichtverfügbarkeiten und 

geben so einen tieferen Einblick in die generellen Funktionsweisen von Pflanzen. Da 

Samenmasse, maximale Pflanzenhöhe und spezifische Blattfläche jeweils unabhängige 

Merkmalsspektren repräsentieren, stützen diese Ergebnisse zusätzlich konzeptionelle 

merkmalsbasierte Pflanzenstrategieschemata. In diesen Schemata repräsentieren diese drei 

Merkmale essentielle unabhängige Funktionsachsen, die selbst grundlegende biomechanische 

oder ökophysiologische Kompromisse widerspiegeln. Aufgrund dieser Ergebnisse wurde für die 

5 Schlüsselmerkmale der limitierende Effekt auf die klimatischen Verbreitungsgrenzen der 

Strauch- und Baumarten quantifiziert. Lineare Quantilsregression wurde benutzt, um den 

limitierenden Effekt der Merkmale auf die klimatischen Verbreitungsgrenzen der Arten zu 

quantifizieren, welche von geographischen Verbreitungskarten abgeleitet wurden. 

Quantilsregression ist eine geeignete Methode, um den Effekt eines limitierenden Faktors auf 

eine biologische Auswirkung zu quantifizieren. Merkmale, die Anpassungen an regional 

wirksame Umweltfaktoren wie Trockenheit widerspiegeln (z.B. maximale Pflanzenhöhe) zeigen 

einen limitierenden Effekt auf die klimatischen Verbreitungsgrenzen, wohingegen Merkmale 

(z.B. spezifische Blattfläche), die Anpassungen an lokal wirksame Umweltfaktoren widerspiegeln 

(z.B. Schattentoleranz), keine deutlichen Effekte zeigen. Die Quantifizierung von limitierenden 

Effekten erlaubt eine Sicht auf Funktionsweisen von Pflanzen, die es ihnen ermöglicht bestimmte 

Klimanischen zu besetzen. Es können somit Pflanzenverbreitungsmuster grundlegender erklärt 

werden.  Die Rückkartierung dieser Effekte in den geographischen Raum visualisiert dann 

Gebiete, die von Arten mit bestimmten Merkmalsausprägungen nicht besiedelt werden können 

(‚verbotene‘ Gebiete) und solche, wo es keine Einschränkungen gibt (‚uneingeschränkte‘ 

Gebiete). Solche Karten können beispielsweise genutzt werden, um ‚Artenabstinenzkarten‘ 

abzuleiten, mit denen man die Vorhersagen von Verbreitungsmodellen für zukünftige 

Klimaszenarien evaluieren kann. Weiterhin könnte die Vorhersagekraft dynamischer 

Vegetationsmodelle verbessert werden, wenn für jene Merkmale, die im Modell wichtige 

Pflanzenfunktionsprinzipien beschreiben, zusätzlich ihr limitierender Effekt auf klimatische 

Verbreitungsgrenzen implementiert wird, d.h. eine  Mehrzwecknutzung der Merkmale. 

Zusammenfassend tragen die Ergebnisse beider Studien einerseits zu einem tieferen Verständnis 

der Funktionsprinzipien von Pflanzen in Abhängigkeit von der Umwelt bei, andererseits haben 



 

sie das Potential Modelle, und somit deren Vorhersagen für zukünftige Klimaszenarien, zu 

verbessern.  
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CHAPTER 1 

1 General introduction 

The recognition that plants’ different form and function (i.e. plants’ traits) reflect their 

adaptation to the environment and thus explain their distribution dates back to the end of the 19
th
 

century (Schimper 1898, Warming and Vahl 1909). Schimper was the first to explain the 

’oecology of plant distribution’ by relating plant traits to functional responses to environmental 

factors such as water, temperature and light. His thoughts about the relationships between 

temperature, precipitation and plant distribution were included in global vegetation models until 

the mid 1990s (Prentice et al. 1992, Box 1995). Raunkiaer (1934) and Box (1981) defined plant 

traits which are required for plants’ existence in a particular site and thus laid the foundation of 

trait-based functional plant geography on a global scale. Parallel to the trait-based approaches at a 

global scale, trait-based approaches focusing on local scales, where species interact directly 

amongst each other, were developed. With the development of niche theory in the middle of the 

20
th
 century (Hutchinson 1957, MacArthur and Levins 1967), trait environment relations and 

plants’ intrinsic tradeoffs expressed by traits were seen as paramount for species co-existence at 

local scales (reviewed in Chase and Myers (2011))  because they quantify fundamental ecological 

strategies. One important reason for intrinsic tradeoffs is that the amount of carbon a plant can 

allocate to different functions or processes is limited. Thus, a plant cannot do everything equally 

well but rather does some things very well. That means, investing carbon in certain structures (e.g. 

shoot biomass) to be well adapted to a certain environment comes at the cost of other structures 

(e.g. root biomass), i.e. the plant has to trade off between eco-physiological alternatives. Beside 

this there are also biomechanical tradeoffs (i.e. conduit size versus conductivity) and evolutionary 

tradeoffs plants have to deal with. 

Today, it is widely accepted that functional traits are the key to quantify the different 

processes operating on local to global spatial scales (McGill et al. 2006, Weiher et al. 2011, 

Wiens 2011) and thus are suited to link the different trait-based approaches. The exploration of 

how and why functional plant traits vary among plants and among sites sheds light on 

fundamental questions in plant ecology and functional plant geography: 1) What are plants’ 

fundamental adaption mechanisms to the environment and what are the intrinsic tradeoffs plants 

are subjected to? 2) What are the functional mechanisms behind species distribution patterns on 

continental scales? 



 

These two questions are the overarching topic of the chapters 2 and 3 which contain two 

research arcticles, respectively (see list of manuscripts). The following chapter 1 consists of an 

overview of how plant traits are currently defined and used to determine fundamental plant 

strategies and tradeoffs. Furthermore, it reviews different niche concepts and explaines how plant 

traits are related to them. At the end of this chapter the relevance of plant trait research with 

respect to the two research questions is described, including a short introduction of the research 

arcticles presented in chapters 2 and 3. Chapter 4 contains an overall discussion of the used 

methods and results of the articles, respectively and ends with general conclusions including 

future perspectives.    

1.1 Definition of plant functional traits 

To explore these questions, a unified definition of functional plant traits, plant performance and 

fitness are necessary. Violle et al. (2007) provide definitions of these terms and explain how they 

relate to each other. Their concept is widely accepted and used in recent plant trait research 

(Kattge et al. 2011).  

 

Violle et al. (2007) defined a functional trait as “any morphological, physiological or 

phenological feature measurable at the individual level, from the cell to the whole-organism 

level, without reference to the environment or any other level of organization […] which impacts 

fitness indirectly via its effects on growth, reproduction and survival”.  

 

This definition is suited to investigate trait variation among plants and to explore trait- 

environment relationships because 1) a functional trait is a measurement on the smallest unit (i.e. 

the individual) which is actually subjected to evolution by natural selection, 2) a trait is based on 

the performance idea of Charles Darwin (1859) who realized that functional traits are proxies of 

an individual’s fitness in a given environment and 3) a functional trait is free of environmental or 

organizational descriptors which allows correlation with these without circular reasoning. As the 

functional traits impact plant fitness indirectly, Violle et al. (2007) defined the linkage between 

functional traits and plant fitness via three performance measures which they called 

“performance traits”. According to their concept, vegetative biomass is a performance trait 

which is linked to growth as is a fitness measure. Analogous plant survival and reproduction 

output are performance traits which are linked to the fitness measures mortality rate and fecundity 

respectively. Furthermore, Violle et al. (2007) separate the term “ecological performance” (e.g., 

species’ shade tolerance) from functional traits (e.g., seed mass) and define it as an optimum 
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and/or breadth of at least one of three mentioned performance traits along an environmental 

gradient. This means that for instance shade, drought and frost tolerance are reflected by a set of 

correlated functional traits covering morphological, anatomical and demographic traits, which 

impact the three fitness components growth, reproduction and survival rather than a single trait.  

When using plant functional traits for global species and vegetation modeling they must 

fullfill additional requirements (Cornelissen et al. 2003, Lavorel et al. 2007): the traits should 1) 

be linked to a certain function (e.g. nutrient resorption, light interception, dispersal and 

recruitment), 2) show a consistent ranking across species when environmental conditions vary 

(e.g. CO2, soil resources, disturbance, climate, competitive strength and plants’ defense against 

herbivores and pathogens) and 3) be easily measureable for many plants.  

 

1.2 Plant functional traits with respect to plant strategy concepts, 

tradeoffs and species’ niche differentiation 

In the most general sense, plant strategies are the units or entities of functional classification 

schemes which try to classify plants on functional grounds and not on taxonomy (Cornelissen et 

al. 2003) with functional plant traits being used to describe them. However, the concept of ‘plant 

strategy’ is used from different perspectives: 1) plants’ different functions or 2) plants’ different 

responses to the environment and their underlying tradeoffs or 3) plants’ intrinsic tradeoffs to 

which they are subjected to (Cornelissen et al. 2003, Reich et al. 2003a). An example for the first 

perspective is the classification of plants into separate groups based on qualitative traits (e.g. C3 

vs C4 plants or tree vs shrub vs herb). These traits are largely used in large scale vegetation 

models to determining plant functional types (PFTs). Examples for the second perspective are 

conceptual strategy schemes which determine integrated whole plant behavior with respect to 

important environmental drivers (e.g. tradeoffs between plants’ ability to tolerate shade and 

drought discussed by Smith and Huston (1989), or the CSR scheme of Grime (1977, 1979)). In 

these schemes three tradeoff axes are distinguished along which the different plant strategies are 

separated. However, these schemes are difficult to verify using many different species from 

diverse environments, because complex whole plant performance measures are necessary to 

determine the strategies. Moreover, the functional adaptation of plants (i.e. the prevalence of 

certain traits) enabling these strategies cannot be inferred directly. According to the third 

perspective, single traits are assumed to reflect meaningful causal tradeoffs plants are subjected to 

and are thus suggested to describe together the main axes of plant functioning (Westoby 1998, 
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Westoby et al. 2002, Westoby and Wright 2006). In such trait-based plant strategy schemes, the 

position of a taxon in the trait space determines its functional strategy. This scheme could be 

easily verified when analyzing the respective traits for many taxa from many different habitats. 

Since plant functional traits reflect plants’ adaptation to the environment but also eco-

physiological, biomechanical and evolutionary tradeoffs a plant has to deal with, they do not vary 

independently but are correlated with each other (Lavorel et al. 2007). This motivates a number 

of studies which try to identify co-varying sets of traits by analyzing trait correlation structure 

among many species, i.e. identification of so called ‘trait spectra’ or ‘trait syndromes’ (Grime et 

al. 1997, Reich et al. 2003a, Diaz et al. 2004). Such trait spectra are then thought to reflect 

‘general plant strategy axes’ or ‘axes of general plant specialization’. The position of a taxon 

along these ‘axes’ relates to how a species “makes a living” (Wright et al. 2007) and represent 

therefore species’ niche differentiation. Prominent examples are the leaf economic spectrum 

(Wright et al. 2004) and the wood economic spectrum (Chave et al. 2009), which both reflect 

fundamental eco-physiological and biomechanical tradeoffs. Two to four such ‘strategy axes’, 

which themselves reflect tradeoffs and are independent to each other are determined (Diaz et al. 

2004, Wright et al. 2007, Baraloto et al. 2010) exploring species trait matrices containing many 

species but few traits.  

However, the explanation of high species diversity failed using only few ‘tradeoff axes’ as in 

nature many species co-exist without obvious niche differentiation along few axes (Clark et al. 

2007). On the other hand, assuming multiple tradeoff axes could explain high species diversity 

(Clark et al. 2007). Thus, a major aim is to identify ‘general plant strategy axes’ and to determine 

their underlying fundamental tradeoffs. This is the basis to understand species’ niche 

differentiation, species coexistence and species sorting across large gradients and hence patterns 

of biodiversity. However, to capture the different tradeoffs which are suggested to pre-requisite 

species co-existence on local and regional scales (see for instance, Chase and Leibold 2003, 

Kneitel and Chase 2004) it requires a large set of traits for many different species. For example 

traits reflecting tradeoffs to resource use, uptake or storage strategies are different to traits 

reflecting tradeoffs to stress tolerances like herbivory or frost and those are again different to 

traits reflecting tradeoffs to reproduction strategies. To quantify trait spectra with respect to their 

underlying tradeoffs one could relate them to vital rates (e.g. mortality, growth, survival) which 

describe together whole plant performance (e.g., Wright et al. 2010). One could also relate trait 

spectra to whole plant performance measures which reflect adaptation to key environmental 

drivers (e.g., Hallik et al. 2009). 
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1.3 The ecological niche concept and its application 

To describe, model and understand patterns of plants’ distributional areas, plant geographers and 

vegetation modelers focus on species ranges and their limits. They are especially interested in 

processes operating on regional to continental scales at low resolution (e.g. at grid cell levels of 

10-50 km²) and try to describe species’ ecological niche. According to Sexton (2009)”Species 

range limits are essentially the expression of a species’ ecological niche in space”. More 

generally, the ecological niche represents the n-dimensional hyper volume of conditions (i.e. 

niche axes or dimensions) where a species is positioned where it can grow, reproduce and survive 

(Hutchinson 1957).  

The ecological niche comprises of two different aspects: one operating on population scale 

and the other one operating on individual scale - both controlling species range limits (Soberon 

2007). The first is the ‘Grinnelian’ niche which is described by non-interacting environmenetal 

factors like temperature, solar radiation and soil type which control species’ eco-physiology on 

broad scales and are relevant to understand coarse-scale ecological and geographic properties of 

species. It describes the environmental conditions in which birth rates are higher or equal to death 

rates. The second is the ‘Eltonian’ niche which focuses on biotic interaction and resource 

partitioning like competition, mutualism, predation, pathogens. It describes a species’ impact on 

its surrounding environment and operates on local fine grained spatial scales at which individuals 

can interact. Both concepts are codified by Hutchinson (1957) into fundamental and realized 

niches, respectively. Thus, the geographic distribution of a species, i.e. the ‘realized’ distribution 

of a species, is classically defined as the ‘fundamental’ distribution dependent on physical 

conditions, reduced by biotic factors within the constraints set by historical factors (Morin et al. 

2007).  

According to the ‘fundamental’ and ‘realized’ niche aspects contemporary models predicting 

plant distribution (focusing on species or PFT level) can be grouped into two classes (Morin and 

Lechowicz 2008): 1) the mechanistic process based models which model typically the 

fundamental niche based on general tradeoffs known to affect species’ fitness and 2) the 

correlative models which model the realized niches correlating environmental parameters to 

species’ spatial distribution (e.g. presence/absence). Mechanistic models are limited in the 

number of species because a lot of species-specific demographic and eco-physiological traits are 

necessary. On the other hand, they give insight into mechanisms limiting species distribution and 

are therefore suited for prediction under future climate conditions. By contrast, correlative models 

can easily predict the ranges of many species based on environmental data by correlating e.g. 
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species presence/absence information with e.g. climate date (climate envelope models) 

quantifying the climate niche. However, they do not provide any information on the underlying 

processes assuming equilibrium with the climate and are thus not suited to make predictions 

under future climate scenarios. Moreover, history (changes in geology, lineages that reflect 

phylogenetic conservatism), source-sink dynamics and biotic interaction are essential factors 

determining species realized niches (Soberon 2007) but are not included in such models 

(Zimmermann et al. 2010). Recent advances propose a hierarchical modeling framework 

integrating the different factors and accounting explicitly for the spatial nestedness of processes, 

i.e. a species undergoes successive filters (Boulangeat et al. 2012). The first filter determines 

species’ presence or absence and is primarily driven by abiotic variables determining species’ 

eco-physiological limitations and by dispersal limitations (history). The second filter is 

determined by species’ dispersal limitations and/or historical legacies. The third filter determines 

species’ local abundance mainly driven by biotic interactions and dispersal in case of source-sink 

dynamics. Morin and Lechowitz (2008) propose a similar hierarchical approach using different 

process based models based on the idea of Silverton (2006). They modeled species distribution 

locally (at a specific location), at landscape/habitat scale (many locations reflecting for instance 

micro climate and topography) and at the continental/regional scale (many landscapes). From 

local to continental scale species alpha niche, beta niche and gamma niche is represented, 

respectively. Thereby each of these niches is defined by certain traits and environmental factors 

influencing species distribution at each of these scales. However, only few species and vegetation 

models follow a trait-based niche view (Kearney et al. 2010, Dormann et al. 2012). On of the 

reasons for this is that community ecologist investigate processes on local scales rather than this 

more theoretical concept of community ecology (Ackerly and Cornwell 2007, Cornwell and 

Ackerly 2009, Chase and Myers 2011, Weiher et al. 2011).  

1.4 The trait-based niche concept and its application 

Whether a species successfully survives, reproduces and growths in a given environment depends 

on how well its form and function (i.e. its traits) fits with the environment. Because functional 

traits are related to species’ fitness (sensu Violle et al. 2007) a species’ niche is determined by its 

functional traits (Rosenzweig 1987, Chase and Myers 2011). This is the theoretical background of 

the ‘niche-based’ filter concepts in community ecology  in which local assemblages of species are 

filtered subsets of a regional species pool because they have certain traits allowing them to pass 

certain environmental filters (Keddy 1992, Weiher and Keddy 1995, Webb et al. 2010, 
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Götzenberger et al. 2012). Analog to the ‘Eltonian’ and the ‘Grinellian’ niche the authors 

distinguish between abiotic = ‘fundamental’ and biotic = ‘realized’ niche filters. The abiotic niche 

filters determine whether a species has the required traits to colonize, establish and persist in a 

given habitat. The biotic niche filters are imposed by the interactive milieu of competitors, 

mutualists and consumers reflecting niche differentiation due to different use of resources and 

adaptation to herbivory and pathogens. The effect of the two filters result in two patterns 

considering trait variation of coexisting species: 1) abiotic filters result in trait convergence 

(species are more similar in their trait values compared to randomness) and 2) biotic filters result 

in trait divergence (species differ more in their trait values compared to randomness). Both filters 

reflect two different processes which are assumed to occur in a predicted manner with increasing 

spatial scale (here extant) and along environmental gradients within a study location. At small 

spatial scales (e.g. at plot level) trait divergence is expected to dominate due to limits in 

similarity; when the spatial scale increases (e.g. towards landscapes and continents) trait patterns 

should become first neutral and shift than to convergent trait patterns due to environmental 

constraints (Weiher and Keddy 1995). The process of trait convergence is also called ‘habitat or 

environmental filtering’ while the process of trait divergence is called ‘biotic filtering’. Along an 

environmental gradient from unfavorable to favorable conditions (e.g. along a drought gradient 

on local scales) ‘habitat filtering’ occurs in the most unfavorable conditions whereas ‘biotic 

filtering’ occurs in more favorable conditions (Weiher and Keddy 1995, Weiher et al. 1998). 

These mechanisms seem to operate also on larger scales, e.g. along latitudinal gradients from the 

poles to the equator, resulting in a shift from trait convergence to trait divergence (Swenson et al. 

2011).  

To understand patterns of species distribution and mechanisms at species ranges across large 

scales, the main goal is to identify which environmental factors act on which traits and how those 

factors filter these traits across gradients in space and time. Thus, quantifying trait-environment 

relationships can be used to predict the filtered trait distribution at different points in space and 

time. At at the same time it allows a back calculation from traits to species niche parameters (e.g. 

lowest tolerable temperature) which might be reflected by species range limits (e.g. species 

northern range limits). That means certain trait attributes limit a plant to distribute towards certain 

environments because of constrained trait performance. Hence, the prediction of, for instance, 

species temperature range limits from traits can provide insight in the functional mechanisms 

constraining species distribution towards areas of low temperature.  

Mac Arthur (1972) proposed that the balance between abiotic and biotic factors  explaining 

species distribution depend on the latitude. Species northern distributional limits were due to 
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physical environmental constrains (e.g. cold tolerance) and species southern distributional limits 

were due to competition. Abiotic factors have often been identified to set northern range limits 

but biotic factors do not necessarily set southern range limits (Morin et al. 2007). Thus, to 

understand the processes operating on the different parts of species ranges ideally, multiple traits 

responding to abiotic (e.g. temperature, seasonal growth length, water availability) and to biotic 

factors (e.g. predators, species’ interaction) need to be considered. Which traits and which of 

these factors are important depends on the spatial scale and the ecosystem to be investigated. If 

investigating for instance species distribution limits along a temperature gradient only 

temperature sensitive traits impacting performance will show a response while other traits for 

which temperature does not act as an performance filter will not show any response (Webb et al. 

2010).   

1.5 On the relevance of the plant functional trait approach 

Since plant traits can be measured for any individual worldwide, relationships among traits and 

between traits and environmental parameters are quantifiable and thus, plants’ adapation to the 

environment and fundamental tradeoffs can be determined. Due to the increasing availability of 

plant trait data, the analysis of such relationships for many traits and many species from many 

different environments becomes possible (Kattge et al. 2011). This means, 1) ‘general plant 

strategy axes’, their underlying tradeoffs and the key traits reflecting them can be detected 

(Wright et al. 2004, Wright et al. 2010) and 2) functional processes governing species distribution 

and diversity patterns across large environmental gradients become quantifiable (Moles et al. 

2006, Moles et al. 2009, Swenson et al. 2011). Both findings are useful for modelers whose 

ultimate goal is to identify a minimal list of traits which together represent key responses and 

effects of vegetation at various scales from ecosystem, landscape, biome, continent (Cornelissen 

et al. 2003, Lavorel et al. 2007). As climate can have strong direct and indirect impacts on species 

distribution (Chen et al. 2011) and therefore on species traits it might alter the composition of 

communities and can thus change ecosystem processes and biodiversity (Lavorel and Garnier 

2002). Therefore a major motivation analyzing large trait-species matrices is the possibility to 

improve and evaluate models that predict species distribution or vegetation under climate change 

scenarios. However, current global vegetation models are often simplistic and theoretical, their 

mechanistic understanding is limited and the lack of valuable data to test and parameterize those 

models causes high uncertainty when making predictions (McMahon et al. 2011). For instance, in 

contemporary climate envelope models (also known as habitat or niche models) and in dynamic 
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global vegetation models (DGVMs) the real mechanistic processes determining distribution limits 

of species or plant functional types are unknown and only fixed bioclimatic limits derived from 

distribution maps are implemented. Thus, to understand species range limits on a functional basis 

one ultimate aim is to identify the traits which limit a species to expand its range (Wiens 2011). 

Furthermore, empirical findings of co-varying traits which reflect general tradeoffs could be used 

to evaluate contemporary tradeoff based vegetation models (e.g., Reu et al. 2010) and could be 

directly implemented in future trait-based vegetation models (Scheiter et al. 2013). 

1.6 Research questions 

In this thesis I focus on two main questions for which the analysis of plant traits has the potential 

to quantify ‘general plant strategies axes’ deepening consequently the understanding of 

fundamental tradeoffs and to explore functional mechanisms limiting species distribution:  

 

1) What are fundamental trait spectra and do they reflect general plant strategies 

corroborating the prevalence of functional tradeoffs?  

 

2) Can functional traits predict species climate range limits and do the relationships give 

insights into mechanistic processes of plants’ adaptations to the environment governing 

finally species distribution patterns on continental scale?  

 

Answering question one will provide key traits which describe ‘general plant strategies’ such as 

shade and drought tolerance and as such recurrent pattern of plant specialization and their 

underlying tradeoffs. The key traits themselves and/or their underlying tradeoffs could improve 

tradeoff-based vegetation models like JeDi (see e.g., Reu et al. 2010) but also vegetation models 

which go beyond the classical PFT classification scheme (Van Bodegom et al. 2011). 

Furthermore, theoretical trait based plant strategy concepts can be refined and our understanding 

of the functional mechanisms how plants are adapted to the environment and how these 

adaptations reflect fundamental tradeoffs in terms of costs and benefits can be improved.  

 

Answering question two will provide a mechanistic understanding of species sorting across large 

environmental gradients by linking ‘trait-based’ and ‘ecological-based’ niche concepts. Found 

trait-climate range limit relationships could be transferred into the geographical space and maps 

visualizing areas constrained for certain trait values could be used to evaluate future trait based 
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vegetation models (e.g., Scheiter et al. 2013). Furthermore, trait-climate range limit relationships 

have the potential to be implemented in DGVMs which go beyond PFT classification and to 

replace for example the fixed bioclimatic limits for PFTs. This would make such models more 

mechanistic allowing for better prediction under climate change scenarios.  

 

1.7 Overview 

The study presented in Chapter 2 quantifies fundamental plant trait spectra and explores how they 

relate to plants’ ecological performances corroborating the prevalence of fundamental eco-

physiological tradeoffs. The study is based on 23 different traits and 5 species-specific ecological 

performance measures for the majority of North American woody species (305 trees and shrubs). 

The 23 traits are causally related to growth, reproduction and survival (i.e. plant fitness, sensu 

Violle et al. (2007)) and reflect adaptation to the key environmental factors light, water, 

disturbance and stress by relevant plant functions (e.g. storage, resource acquisition, dispersal) 

carried out by different organs (e.g. stem, leaf, seed). Furthermore, they accomplish the additional 

requirements of modelers, as they are easy to measure for many species and vary with 

environmental factors. The 305 woody species are distributed across the whole North American 

continent covering large climate gradients from the boreal to the subtropics as well as from arid to 

humid regions. The 5 different ecological performance measures (e.g. shade and drought 

tolerance) used represent whole plant behavior that affects plant performance along key resource 

gradients such as light and water and important disturbance impacts like fire. Thus, the large 

species-trait matrix as well as the straightforward approach relating trait spectra to “ecological 

performances” sensu Violle et al. (2007) is suited to determine ‘general plant strategy axes’ and 

their underlying tradeoffs predominant in North American forests.  

 

The study presented in Chapter 3 explores the predictive power of 5 functional plant traits — seed 

mass, wood density, maximum height, specific leaf area and longevity — on climate range limits 

of 250 North American woody species.  The five traits represent key traits which themselves 

represent general tradeoffs plants have to deal with (e.g. seed mass reflect a seed size versus seed 

number tradeoff) and which represent an adaptation to key environmental factors like water and 

light availability. Four of them (seed mass, specific leaf area, maximum height and wood density) 

are key traits of complex trait spectra reflecting ‘general plant strategy axes’ (e.g. specific leaf 

area is a key trait of the leaf economic spectrum, (Wright et al. 2004)). Thus, these five traits 
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together should capture a large amount of tree and shrub strategies and might largely determine 

woody species’ niches. Therefore, they have a large potential to predict species abiotic and biotic 

niche parameters.  In this study only the response of climate niche limits like species’ maximum 

and minimum temperature range limit to the five traits is quantified and functional mechanisms of 

how woody species control climate range limits are explored.  
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CHAPTER 2 

2 Whole-plant trait spectra of North American woody plant 

species reflect fundamental ecological strategies 
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CHAPTER 3 

3 Predicting species’ range limits from functional traits for the 

tree flora of North America 

3.1 Abstract 

Using functional traits to explain species’ range limits is a promising approach in functional 

biogeography. It replaces the idiosyncrasy of species-specific climate ranges with a generic trait-

based predictive framework. In addition, it has the potential to shed light on specific filter 

mechanisms creating large scale vegetation patterns. However, its application to a continental 

flora, spanning large climate gradients, has been hampered by a lack of trait data. Here, we 

explore whether five key plant functional traits (seed mass, wood density, specific leaf area, 

maximum height, longevity of a tree) – indicative of life history, mechanical and physiological 

adaptations – explain the climate ranges of 250 North American tree species distributed from the 

boreal to the subtropics. While the relationship between traits and the median climate across a 

species range is weak, quantile regressions revealed strong effects on range limits. Wood density 

and seed mass were strongly related to the lower but not upper temperature range limits of 

species. Maximum height affects the species range limits in both dry and humid climates, 

whereas specific leaf area and longevity do not show clear relationships. These results allow the 

definition and delineation of climatic ‘no-go’ areas for North American tree species based on key 

traits. As some of these key traits serve as important parameters in recent vegetation models, the 

implementation of trait-based climatic constraints has the potential to predict both range shifts 

and ecosystem consequences on a more functional basis. Moreover, for future trait-based 

vegetation models our results provide a benchmark for model evaluation. 

3.2 Keywords 

climate niche, plant geography, bioclimatic envelope 
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3.3 Introduction 

In 1895 the Danish plant ecologist Eugen Warming defined for the first time the objectives of a 

functional plant biogeography, when he expressed the need ‘to investigate the problems 

concerning the economy of plants, the demands that they make on their environment, and the 

means that they employ to utilize the surrounding conditions…’. He already envisioned how to 

tackle this: ‘This subject leads us into deep morphological, anatomical, and physiological 

investigations;[…] it is very difficult, yet very alluring; but only in few cases can its problems be 

satisfactorily solved at the present time.’(Warming and Vahl 1909). 

Since Warming’s days plant science has progressed beyond the study of just a ‘few cases’. 

For more than a century now, botanists and plant ecologists have collected data on 

morphological, anatomical, and physiological traits (Violle et al. 2007, Kattge et al. 2011), and 

have mapped the distributions of tens of thousands of plant species (e.g. GBIF 

http://www.gbif.org). In addition, climatologists and soil scientists have provided us with high-

resolution global maps of the plant’s ‘surrounding condition’. With this it has now become 

feasible to analyze the functional underpinnings of plant distributions for entire regional floras 

across large-scale environmental gradients (Swenson et al. 2011). It is well established that on 

regional and global scales, climate determines the distribution not only of plant species but also of 

form and function (Woodward and Williams 1987, Box 1996) because it constitutes the overall 

physical constraint under which plants must establish and reproduce, before biotic interactions 

may modulate plant fitness. Plants have evolved a multitude of adaptations to climatic 

constraints, which are expressed in the diversity of their functional traits. These allow them to 

tolerate climate extremes such as summer drought or low winter temperatures. In other words, the 

climate range occupied by plants should be predictable from their functional traits.  

Current species distribution models (SDMs) (McKenney et al. 2007) employ correlations 

between current climate and species distributions, so-called climate envelopes. Even modern 

dynamic global vegetation models (DGVMs)  (McMahon et al. 2011) capable of representing 

carbon acquisition, water balance and competitive interactions of plant functional types (PFTs) in 

great mechanistic detail, still incorporate empirical climate envelopes to constrain PFT 

distributions. This obvious lack of mechanism is an important limitation when such models are 

used to predict vegetation shifts under future climate scenarios, especially under novel 

combinations of climate variables (McMahon et al. 2011). Here, we introduce a new approach – 

the ‘double quantile’ approach (see Figure 1 and below) – that allows us to predict species 
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distribution limits from functional plant traits. While still empirical at heart, this approach has 

distinct advantages: 1) The very nature of the traits emerging as suitable predictors of species 

distribution limits sheds light on the biological mechanisms. Accordingly, below we are able to 

put forward concrete hypotheses of the biological underpinnings of trait-climate limit 

relationships. 2) Functional traits serve as a common currency across species and thus provide the 

basis for assimilating the behavior of many species into a single generic predictive framework. 3) 

Because this approach replaces idiosyncrasy by generality, the hand-shake with process-oriented 

models is greatly facilitated as will be discussed below.  

Here, we explore the potential of five functional traits – specific leaf area (SLA), wood 

density, maximum height, seed mass and tree longevity – to explain the climate range limits and 

mean climate preferences of 250 North American tree species covering a temperature gradient 

from the boreal to the subtropics and a gradient from 65 mm to 3000 mm of annual precipitation. 

While there has been a first attempt to incorporate trait information in SDMs (Pollock et al. 

2012), we present here the first study using plant functional traits to predict their limiting effect 

on species’ climate ranges at a taxonomic and climatic scale relevant for DGVMs. We chose to 

present the relationship between traits and species climate range limits from a trait perspective in 

order to highlight their potential for predicting species’ climate niches as a holistic measure of 

plant performance in response to climate. Unlike previous studies, our ‘double quantile’ approach 

places an emphasis on the responses of species-specific climate ranges at the potentially stressful 

ends of climate gradients, where strong effects of functional traits on range limits can be 

expected.  

3.3.1 Functional traits – selection and relevance 

The five traits represent key functions defining plant strategy axes related to the fundamental 

tradeoffs of resource acquisition and reproduction (Lavorel and Garnier 2002, Westoby et al. 

2002) and are thus indicative of life history, mechanical and physiological mechanisms. 

Furthermore, some of these traits are frequently used as parameters in DGVMs (Kattge et al. 

2011). Because these traits vary across climatic gradients (Wright et al. 2005, Chave et al. 2009), 

they are ideally suited to gain insight into processes shaping tree distributions at continental 

scales and at the same time to improve predictions on ecosystem functions under climate change. 

SLA is a key trait of the leaf economic spectrum (Wright et al. 2004) and defines a species’ 

resource use strategy from acquisitive to conservative. It is related to growth rate under different 

climatic conditions (Diaz et al. 2004) and reflects tradeoffs in species’ shade and drought 

tolerances (Hallik et al. 2009). Wood density is related to the efficiency and safety of water 
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transport (Sperry et al. 2008) and represents a tradeoff between mechanical strength and vertical 

growth. It is strongly correlated with growth and mortality rates (Chave et al. 2009). Maximum 

height describes the maximum recorded height of a species and quantifies species’ carbon gain 

strategy via light capture (Falster and Westoby 2003); it is related to successional status, shade 

tolerance and responds to gradients in precipitation on a global scale (Moles et al. 2009). Seed 

mass correlates positively with seedling survival rates under hazardous conditions during seedling 

establishment (Westoby et al. 2002) and negatively with dispersal distance and the number of 

seeds produced per unit energy invested (Leishman et al. 2000). Maximum tree longevity 

determines species responses to disturbance (Loehle 2000), compensates for reduced fecundity or 

juvenile survival (Lertzman 1995) and relates to defensive investment (Enquist et al. 1999). 

3.3.2 Linking traits to climate ranges 

We derive a tree species’ climate range from its natural geographic distribution (Box 1995). We 

use a set of eight bioclimatic variables (see Methods) which represent dominant climatic 

gradients over North America and are widely used in climatic niche modeling (Sitch et al. 2003, 

McKenney et al. 2007). To define a species’ climate range (see Fig.1 A) we estimate for each 

bioclimatic variable the lower (5
th
 quantile) and upper limits (95

th
 quantile) and the median (50

th
 

quantile) across a species’ distribution range. Using linear quantile regression analysis (Cade and 

Noon 2003), we regress across all species the three species-specific range measures against each 

of the five traits separately estimating the lower (10
th
, 5

th
), the upper (90

th
, 95

th
) and median (50

th
) 

regression quantiles, respectively (Fig. 1B). Thus, the 50
th 

quantile regression lines fit to the 

medians (black line/black squares; Fig. 1B) and describe how the mean realized climate niche 

depends on the trait values. The lower and upper quantile regression lines fit to the lower and 

upper limits (blue line/blue squares and red line/red squares, respectively). In this ‘double 

quantile’ approach, the outer regression lines enclose an area corresponding to the climate range 

the pool of 250 North American tree species can occupy across the range of their trait values (Fig. 

1B). At the same time it identifies ‘no-go areas’ which cannot be occupied by trees with a given 

trait value. The delineated areas can attain three possible shapes: 1) The area is wedge-shaped 

when there is a one-sided constraint, i.e. only one outer quantile represents a climatic extreme 

requiring a trait adaptation. 2) The area has the form of an acute-angled triangle, when there is a 

two-sided constraint leading to reverse responses of the outer quantiles. Both triangular shapes, 1) 

and 2), imply that the possible climate range of the species pool changes with a given trait value 

(see Fig. 1C for examples). 3) The area can have a rhomboid shape when the two-sided 
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constraints are aligned. This implies a shift in the mean climate preference, but no change in the 

potential climate range per trait value.  

                   

Fig.1. (A) Species are distributed along climatic gradients and occupy species-specific climate ranges, 

which can be characterized by three measures: the upper (red squares), the lower (blue squares) limit and 

the median (black squares) for which the highest species’ occurrence probability is suggested. (B) To 

explore the response of the climate range measures to traits we related them separately against the traits 

using linear quantile regression analysis. We estimated the upper quantiles for the upper, the lower 

quantiles for the lower limits and the median quantile for the median; a solid line indicates a slope 

significantly different from zero (increasing or decreasing) and a dotted line a non-significant slope. The 

area between the outermost regression lines represents the possible climate range species can occupy across 

their trait values while areas outside these lines describe ‘no-go areas’. (C) We distinguish three types of 

response patterns: 1) one-sided constraint, i.e. significant slope at only one limit (the upper or the lower 

one) 2) two-sided constraint with reverse slopes at both limits and 3) constant shift with aligned slopes at 

both limits.  

 

3.4 Results and Discussion 

3.4.1 Patterns of trait-climate range relationships 

Few significant relationships between functional traits and the median realized climate niche of 

North American tree species emerge. However, we find strong limiting effects of functional traits 

on climate range limits estimated as significant upper and/or lower quantile regressions (Fig. 2 

and Fig. S1, Table S1). The most obvious (see Methods for nomenclature) and dominant response 
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patterns are one-sided but we also find significant aligned patterns as well as less pronounced 

reverse patterns (Fig. S1). Moreover, there is a clear association between the functional traits and 

particular response patterns: 1) pronounced one-sided patterns are found for wood density (for 2 

out of 8 bioclimatic variables) and seed mass (6 out of 8) suggesting an adaptation to harsh 

climates (e.g. cold and dry). This would indicate a strong climate control at the harsh end but not 

at the rather benign end where biotic control is suggested; 2) primarily aligned patterns are found 

for maximum height (3 out of 8) suggesting an adaptation to both climatic extremes. This might 

be an indication of a joint operation of climate control and biotic sorting processes (see also 

below); 3) no obvious responses are found for SLA and longevity, indicating no climate control. 

It should be noted that the geographical area of North America fully samples the tree species 

distribution limits towards dry and cold climates, while it truncates the distributions towards 

warmer and moister climates in the tropics. Because of this, the observed patterns might change if 

the region of interest was extended towards the tropics with datasets that are likely to emerge in 

the near future (e.g. one-sided may turn into aligned or reverse patterns).In the following, we will 

structure the presentation of results according to traits and refer to patterns mentioned above.   

 

3.4.2 Wood density and seed mass – climate-controlled ‘no-go areas’ 

We observe a one-sided response of mean annual temperature (annual T) to wood density, where 

only the lower limits increase significantly (Fig. 2, Table S1) with increasing wood density. Trees 

with soft wood can occupy regions covering the complete temperature range of North America 

but species with high wood density only occur in warmer regions. Trees with wood denser than 

0.55 g cm
-3 

do not expand into ‘no-go areas’ with annual T below 0 °C and the species with the 

hardest wood (> 0.85 g cm
-3

, e.g. Rhizophora mangle and Quercus virginiana) are restricted to 

subtropical climates with annual T > 15 °C. There is also a significant positive relationship 

between wood density and a species’ annual T preference. The significant one-sided pattern also 

occurs when only angiosperms are considered (Fig. S2) and the more soft-wooded gymnosperms 

are located well within the triangle formed by the angiosperms (Fig. 2) suggesting a generic 

response across clades. The mechanism keeping hard-wooded species out of cold regions 

probably reflects the tradeoff between stability and construction costs (Pittermann et al. 2006). 

Dense wood lends physical stability and is more resistant to interior decay caused by fungi and 

insects (Chave et al. 2009). It thus increases longevity particularly in warmer climates where the 

metabolic activity of decomposers is high. However, the high carbon costs of dense wood slow 

down growth rates. In cold climates, where carbon gain is limited by short growing seasons, these 
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costs can probably not be met (Pittermann et al. 2006), which is mirrored in the one-sided pattern 

between wood density and temperature seasonality (T seasonality). Species with low wood 

density are typically fast growing pioneers which are adapted to exploit the increased light and 

nutrient availability after disturbance. Disturbances occur across the entire climatic gradient and 

so do the soft-wooded pioneer species.  

Seed mass is another important predictor of species’ climate range limits. The possible 

climate range the ensemble of species can jointly occupy generally decreases with increasing seed 

mass for five bioclimatic variables according to a one-sided pattern (Fig. 2). Trees with low seed 

mass occupy the whole climate range, while those with seeds heavier than 150 mg (approx. seed 

mass of Pinus albicaulis) do not occur in cold climates (annual T < 0°C) and in regions with high 

annual precipitation (> 2000 mm). Identical one-sided patterns emerge for separate analyses of 

angiosperms and gymnosperms proving the generic nature of the relationships (Fig. S2 and S3). 

The functional mechanisms are less clear than for wood density and remain speculative. The short 

growing season in cold climates might not allow enough time and energy for the development of 

larger seeds (Moles et al. 2006).  

 

3.4.3 Maximum height –‘no-go areas' related to climate and biotic interactions  

Species’ range limits with respect to annual P and net precipitation (net P, see Methods for 

definition) are related to maximum height according to an aligned pattern (Fig.2, Table S1). With 

increasing maximum height the medians and limits increase for annual P and net P (Fig. 2). Thus 

short trees tend to be rare in regions with high absolute annual P and high net P, while tall trees 

tend to be absent from regions with opposite conditions. Similar patterns emerge when analyzing 

angiosperms and gymnosperms separately suggesting a generic response across clades (Fig. S2, 

S3). Hydraulic limitation of height growth (Ryan and Yoder 1997) and competition for light 

(Falster and Westoby 2005) are the most likely mechanisms driving these patterns. For water to 

move vertically, the leaf water potential must decline with height (Koch et al. 2004). As the 

required gradient is a linear function of tree height, any reduction in soil water potential has to be 

met by a parallel reduction in leaf water potential. Because the latter cannot sink below a certain 

physiological limit, drought translates directly into shorter tree heights (Stegen et al. 2011). Thus 

tall trees are missing from dry climates because of physiological constraints which are in 

agreement with the findings that precipitation controls plant maximum height at the global scale 

(Moles et al. 2009). The absence of small trees from very humid climates may be under biotic 

control, e.g. via selection pressure for tall heights in the race for light under otherwise favorable 
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conditions. The upper T seasonality limits seem to follow a bell-shaped right skewed response 

with a mode at 22m, i.e. 20% of the height range. We capture this by applying linear quantile 

regression to tree species with maximum heights larger than the mode (Fig. 2, Table S1). Above 

this threshold, the upper T seasonality limits sharply decrease with maximum height following a 

one-sided pattern. This relationship keeps trees with large maximum heights out of continental 

boreal climates with high T seasonality, most likely due to short growing season combined with a 

high risk of frost-drought during spring. 
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Fig.2. Obvious significant trait–climate range relationships (see Methods for rules) matching the proposed 

response patterns in Fig.1 C based on climate ranges of 250 North American tree species (166 

angiosperms= open circles and 84 gymnosperms=filled circles) or 146 species in case of maximum height 

vs. T seasonality (see text). For each trait–climate combination the responses of the species-specific upper 

limits (red circles), lower limits (blue circles), and the median (black circles) to the traits are quantified 

applying linear quantile regression; the 95
th

 quantile (upper limits), the 5
th

 (lower limits) and the 50
th 

quantile (median) is shown; solid lines indicate slopes significantly different from zero (P<0.05), dashed 

lines non-significant slopes of the 95
th

 and 5
th

 quantiles and no line is drawn when slopes of the 50
th

 

quantile are non-significant. The grey shaded areas between the outermost quantiles correspond to the 

climate range the species can jointly occupy across the range of their trait values while the white areas 

correspond to the ’no-go areas’. 
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3.4.4 SLA and longevity  

For SLA and longevity we find only weak reverse and one-sided responses (Fig. S1 and Table 

S1). This might be due to the fact that both traits reflect processes operating at local scales, most 

notably nutrient use efficiency and shade tolerance, responding to strong local heterogeneity in 

nutrient and light availability, respectively (Reich et al. 1997). Also temporal changes in these 

resources and differences in successional niche occupation by species may decouple SLA and 

longevity from the regional climate. This implies that the differentiation into acquisitive and 

conservative resource use strategies (high SLA and short tree lifespan vs. low SLA and long tree 

lifespan) occurs in all climates. 

 

3.4.5 Continental patterns of trait variation and potential functional richness 

Having identified obvious patterns (Fig. 2) and discussed the underlying functional mechanisms 

of how traits constrain climate limits of North American trees, we are able to map climatic ‘no-go 

areas’ for trees of a given wood density, seed mass and maximum height by applying the quantile 

regression equations (Table S2) in a reverse mode to gridded climate data. This allows for the 

identification of maximum attainable trait values in geographic space (Fig. 3, Fig. S4, data SI) 

and describes how trait variation will change in response to climate. When trait variation changes 

in response to climate, the color gradient in Fig. 3 depicts how the maximum trait values decline 

in the direction of the climate factors. In contrast, dark red depicts regions where trait variation is 

unconstrained. For wood density and seed mass dark red regions mean that any trait value within 

the spectrum defined by the North American species pool (Fig. 3A and Fig. S4; dark red regions) 

is possible. For maximum height, however, the dark red colored area in Figure 3B contains some 

locally humid climates (e.g. The Pacific North West) where some low maximum heights tend to 

be excluded (see Fig.2) as we translated only the lower annual P and net P responses for the map. 

For example, at low elevation sites wood density may take on any value between 0.3 g cm
-3 

and 

0.9 g cm
-3 

south of 42°N which is about the latitude of New York (Fig. 3A). At the border to 

Canada, the maximum attainable wood density is predicted to be 0.54 g cm
-3 

and it decreases to 

values of 0.32 g cm
-3

 at 60°N (northern border of Manitoba). A very similar pattern, slightly 

shifted northwards, can be observed for seed mass (Fig. S5). For maximum height almost the 

whole spectrum of values (i.e. up to 100.4 m) is predicted for the north-west coast of North 

American and the south-east coast including Florida (Fig. 3B). From Florida northwards the 

maximum attainable max. height values decrease continuously and fall below 50 m north of the 

Great Lakes. In the arid lowland regions of the Southwest the maximum attainable max. height is 
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reduced to 10 m and below. These results are insensitive to the exclusion of the tall gymnosperm 

species Sequoia sempervirens, the only species with a max. height above 70 m (see Table S3; Fig. 

S5).  

 

These N-S and E-W gradients are in line with trait assembly rules (Weiher and Keddy 1995) and 

with trait diversity patterns (Swenson et al. 2011) across large climatic gradients ranging from 

harsh (boreal and arid) to benign (subtropical and tropical) climate conditions. Under harsh 

climates, trait ranges are confined to values conveying stress tolerance allowing species to pass 

strong abiotic filters, while in benign climates biotic filters become more important, which are 

complex and multifaceted. These are most likely reflected by a multitude of traits and may have 

less of an equalizing effect on single traits than abiotic stressors. In addition, traits values 

associated with tolerating harsh conditions (e.g. low wood density) may not be subjected to biotic 

filtering under benign conditions. This results in a higher functional richness and greater trait 

variation as has been reported for temperate and subtropical relative to boreal climates (Swenson 

et al. 2011). If this type of response pattern proves to be consistent across many traits, this would 

lend support to the climate favorability or physiological tolerance hypothesis of functional 

richness (Fischer 1960) indicating that towards the tropics a larger number of viable trait 

configurations become possible and that functional richness therefore increases. The relationship 

between traits and climatic limits thus provides insights into the processes shaping global scale 

biodiversity patterns. 
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Fig. 3. Maps show maximum attainable trait values for wood density (A) and maximum height (B) given 

the climate (Fig.2). Dark red depicts regions where trait values are climatically unconstrained whereas the 

color gradient depicts ‘no-go areas’ for North American trees as determined by their trait values. White 

depicts regions outside the considered trait range for which we make predictions. The maximum attainable 

trait values shown are derived by applying quantile regression equation (Table S2) to gridded climate data 

and subsequent selection of the minimum trait value predicted per grid cell to visualize the strongest 

climate constraint on trait variation. Gridded climate data used: mean annual temperature, diurnal 

temperature range, temperature seasonality, annual precipitation and net precipitation. Maps have a 

resolution of 5 arc minutes and are projected in Albers equal-area conic projection. 

 

3.4.6 Limitations and the way forward 

The ideal trait for a functional climate range prediction in functional biogeography is one 1) 

whose function directly reflects the physiological or mechanical mechanism compromising vital 

rates (growth, survival, fecundity) at the range limits (Lavorel and Garnier 2002) and 2) which is 

available for all species considered in an analysis. One trait satisfying the first condition (but see 

below) is e.g. ‘physiological cold-resistance’ which can be quantified experimentally based on 

conductivity measurements indicating cell membrane leakage (Steponkus 1984). However, this 

‘hard’ trait is not available for all 250 North American tree species. Conversely, our five traits are 

available for all species, but their functional interpretation is rather indirect albeit plausible. 

Unlike the above example, the relationship between vital rates and climate are rarely controlled 

by a single trait. Drought tolerance, for instance, is conveyed by a whole suite of traits (Poorter 

and Markesteijn 2008), including e.g. deep roots for accessing subsoil water, small vessels for 

cavitation prevention and high seed mass for rapid penetration of dry top soils. Moreover, often 

several traits jointly define strategy axes based on fundamental tradeoffs (Reich et al. 2003b). All 

of our five traits are part of such tradeoffs and have been singled out as leader traits representing 

different bundles of correlated traits, including physiological ‘hard’ traits (Westoby et al. 2002). 
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We therefore advocate our pragmatic approach that aims to balance functional precision on the 

one hand and generality and applicability on the other.  

Our approach uses species-specific trait means and thus ignores intra-specific trait variation. 

It is, however, important to note that our trait-based approach is insensitive to intra-specific 

variation as long as the mechanisms causing inter- and intra-specific variation are the same. The 

predictions of our study are valid for trees with particular traits no matter whether these vary 

within (pheno- or genotypes) or between species. We use linear quantile regression to quantify 

bivariate trait–climate range relationships. Visual inspection of the obvious responses in Fig. 2 

shows that quantile relationships indeed tend to be linear when considering at least 75% of the 

trait range. It is possible that a whole suite of traits and inevitable tradeoffs among these traits can 

lead to alternative plant designs reaching equal vital rates. This circumstance, in fact, challenges 

simple bivariate statistical analyses and calls for multivariate approaches, where multi-

dimensional quantiles can be fit to one (or several) climatic niche parameters and for more 

process-based models accounting for this multi-dimensional optimization process (Reu et al. 

2010, Pavlick et al. 2013). Nevertheless, our bivariate regression equations have the advantage 

that they are intuitive, straight forward to implement in models and can easily be used to generate 

maps visualizing climatic filtering on trait variation (e.g. Fig.3). 

 

3.4.7 Potential for improving global vegetation models 

In classic DGVMs functional traits are typically used as variables underlying the definition of 

plant functional types (e.g. ‘evergreen broad-leaved’ has elements of leaf longevity and SLA) or 

as model parameters. For example, SLA is often used to convert carbon allocated to the leaf 

compartment into leaf area available for light capture (models listed in Kattge et al. (2011)). 

Wood density is used to translate carbon invested into stem growth into size gain (White et al. 

1999, Sitch et al. 2003). In modern gap models maximum height is implemented as a site-

dependent variable allowing for more pronounced climate-induced changes in productivity 

(Rasche et al. 2012). Maximum longevity is used to infer mortality rates (LPJ-GUESS, (Smith et 

al. 2001)). Seed mass is sometimes used as a proxy for dispersal distance in individual based 

models (Lischke et al. 2006). In short, our five predictor-traits are used as important descriptors 

of plant functioning in vegetation models. Three of them (seed mass, wood density and maximum 

height) also turn out to be suitable predictors of range limits and thus may serve a dual purpose in 

vegetation models. This is precisely mirroring the response-effect framework of trait influence 

(Lavorel and Garnier 2002), where traits govern vegetation responses to the environment as well 
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as vegetation effects on ecosystem functioning. Future models taking advantage of both facets of 

traits may become capable of simultaneously predicting shifts in trait spectra and resulting 

consequences for ecosystem functioning and finally via this link the interactions of climate, 

functional diversity patterns and vegetation feedbacks. 

The trait–climate range relationships reported here may not only be useful to improve 

existing DGVMs but, more importantly, may serve as benchmark for validating next generation 

DGVMs (Pavlick et al. 2013). In these, trait–climate range relationships emerge as a consequence 

of the performance of evolving ‘pseudo-species’ originating from the implementation of trade-

offs in plant functions and functional traits (Reu et al. 2011). This does not only include the 

responses of these ‘pseudo-species’ to climatic constraints, but also the interactions among them 

exerting an additional biotic filter (Bohn et al. 2012). In these approaches, however, ‘pseudo-

species’ differ from real world species, because 1) not all aspects of plant function (trade-offs) 

can be implemented (Reu et al. 2011, Pavlick et al. 2013), and 2) they may evolve in the model 

differently as in the real world (Scheiter et al. 2013). Models based on pseudo-species require 

suitable (meta-) patterns for model evaluation that are decoupled from observed species or PFT 

geographic distributions. Such an avenue is provided through the reported trait-climate range 

relationships and the maps showing continental patterns of trait variation. These shall thus be 

particularly useful for the evaluation of next generation DGVMs, which will most likely be based 

entirely on traits and trade-offs and not necessarily on species or PFT range limits empirically 

derived from present-day observations.  

3.5 Methods 

We derived species-specific climate ranges from intersecting distribution maps of 250 North 

American tree species (Little 1999) with gridded maps of 8 bioclimatic variables, including mean 

annual temperature (annual T in °C), diurnal temperature range (diurnal T range in °C), 

temperature seasonality (T seasonality = standard deviation of monthly mean temperature 

values), annual precipitation (annual P in mm), precipitation of coldest quarter (P of coldest quart. 

in mm), and precipitation of warmest quarter (P of warmest quart. in mm) with a resolution of 5 

arc minutes (Hijmans et al. 2005). Furthermore, we included growing degree days (GDD) with a 

base temperature of 5°C (New et al. 1999) and net precipitation (net P in mm) as a measure of 

humidity calculated as annual P minus potential evapotranspiration (Willmott and Matsuura 

2007) both in 0.5 degree resolution. For each bioclimatic variable we derived three species-

specific measures: the upper and the lower limit and the median which were obtained from the 
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bioclimatic data covering a species range at the 95
th
, 5

th
 and 50

th
quantile, respectively. We used 

quantiles instead of minimum and maximum values to minimize the effect of outliers caused by 

potential mismatches intersecting species range maps with climate. We collected the five 

continuous traits wood density (g cm
-3

), seed mass (mg), specific leaf area (SLA in cm² g
-1

), plant 

maximum height (m) and tree longevity (years) from literature sources (Jenkins et al. 2004, Wirth 

and Lichstein 2009), databases (USDA 2007, Kew 2008, Zanne et al. 2009) and, in the case of 

SLA, species-specific estimates corrected for high intra-specific variation (Ogle et al. 2012).We 

compiled species-specific mean trait values for each of the 250 tree species as described in Stahl 

et al. (Stahl et al. 2013). To obtain normally distributed trait values, both seed mass and tree 

longevity were log 10-transformed, whereas wood density and plant maximum height were 

square-root-transformed. We performed linear quantile regression for each of the three measures 

against each of the five traits for all 8 bioclimatic variables resulting in a total of 40 trait–climate 

range relationships. To account for non-linear relationships we did inspect the patterns visually 

for strong and obvious linear patterns along at least more than 75% of the range in trait values. In 

such cases (max. height vs. T seasonality in Fig. 2), the data was split and quantile regressions 

applied for that part of the trait range. We classified response patterns according to Fig. 1 when at 

least one of the two fitted regression lines of the lower / upper limit had a slope significantly 

different from zero. We classified patterns as obvious when the two lower / upper quantiles (grey 

shaded in Fig. S1-S3) had significant slopes (see Table S1 for significance levels of slopes). To 

evaluate the effect of phylogeny on our results, we repeated the analysis for gymnosperms and 

angiosperms separately (Fig. S2 and S3). In order to compare the slopes of the different trait-

climate range relationships we centered and standardized the traits as well as the measures (see 

Table. S1). To conduct inferences about slopes of quantile regression estimates we computed 

bootstrapped standard errors (standard xy-pair bootstrap). All analyses were done in R version 

2.11.0 (R development Core Team 2010) using package “quantreg” (Koenker 2011). Finally, we 

mapped the ‘no go areas’ for North American trees as maximum attainable trait values for wood 

density, seed mass and maximum height from applying quantile regression equations of the 

outermost significant estimates (Table S2) to gridded mean annual temperature, diurnal 

temperature range, temperature seasonality, annual precipitation and net precipitation. For each 

trait we created maps from the bioclimatic variables with a significant relationship and extracted 

the minimum trait value per grid cell across these maps.  
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3.7 Supplementary Material 

 
Fig. S1. Trait-climate range relationships based on climate ranges of 250 North American tree species 

distributed from the boreal to the subtropics for eight bioclimatic variables and five traits. For each trait–

climate range relationship the response of the species-specific upper limits (red circles), lower limits (blue 

circles) and the medians (black circles) to the traits are quantified applying linear quantile regression as 

follows: for the upper limits the uppermost quantiles (95
th

 and 90
th

), for the lower limits the lower-most 

quantiles (10
th

 and 5
th

) and for the median the 50
th 

quantile were estimated. To evaluate the responses in 
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light of the proposed patterns in Fig.1C (see Methods for rules) we displayed significant slopes (i.e., 

significant different from zero) as solid lines and non-significant slopes as dashed lines as follows: if the 

two upper and/or the two lower slopes are both significant the slopes of the 95
th

 and the 5
th

quantile are 

shown otherwise the significant slopes are shown, and only if both upper or both lower slopes are non-

significant the outermost non-significant slope is shown. Trait-climate range relationships are shaded grey 

when the two upper quantiles and/or the two lower quantiles have significant slopes, indicating obvious 

significant response patterns. GDD, growing degree day; P, precipitation; sqrt, square root; T, temperature. 
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Fig. S2. Trait-climate range relationships based on climate ranges of 166 North American angiosperm tree 

species distributed from the boreal to the subtropics for 8 bioclimatic variables and 5 traits. For each trait–

climate range relationship the response of the species-specific upper limits (red circles), lower limits (blue 

circles) and the medians (black circles) to the traits are quantified applying linear quantile regression. For 

details see Fig.S1. 
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Fig. S3. Trait-climate range relationships based on climate ranges of 84 North American gymnosperm tree 

species distributed from the boreal to the subtropics for 8 bioclimatic variables and 5 traits. For each trait–

climate range relationship the response of the species-specific upper limits (red circles), lower limits (blue 

circles) and the medians (black circles) to the traits are quantified applying linear quantile regression. For 

details see Fig. S1. 
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Fig. S4. Map shows maximum attainable seed mass values given the climate. Dark red depicts regions 

where seed mass values are climatically unconstrained whereas the color gradient depicts ‘no-go areas’ for 

North American trees depending on seed mass. The maximum attainable seed mass values shown are 

derived by applying quantile regression equation (Table S2) to gridded climate data and subsequent 

selection of the minimum seed mass value predicted per grid cell to visualize the strongest climate 

constraint on seed mass variation. Gridded climate data used: mean annual temperature, diurnal 

temperature range, temperature seasonality, annual precipitation and net precipitation. The map has a 

resolution of 5 arc minutes and is projected in Albers equal-area conic projection. 
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Fig. S5. Map shows maximum attainable maximum height values given the climate for 249 North 

American tree species (Sequoia sempervirens with 100.4m is excluded). Dark red depicts regions where 

maximum height values are climatically unconstrained whereas the color gradient depicts ‘no-go areas’ for 

North American trees depending on maximum height. The maximum attainable maximum height values 

shown are derived by applying quantile regression equation (Table S2) to gridded climate data and 

subsequent selection of the minimum max. height value predicted per grid cell to visualize the strongest 

climate constraint on seed mass variation. Gridded climate data used: temperature seasonality, annual 

precipitation and net precipitation. The map has a resolution of 5 arc minutes and is projected in Albers 

equal-area conic projection. 
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Table S1 

Standardized slopes of linear quantile regression lines for the relationships between traits and 

climate range measures for 250 North American tree species presented in Fig. S1 and Fig. 2. 

bioclimatic 
variable measure 

tau 
(τ) 

wood density   seed mass   sla   height   longevity 

                 

annual T 

  one-sided  one-sided  one-sided  no  no 

upper 0.95 0.06 n.s.  0.05 n.s.  -0.01 n.s.  -0.05 n.s.  -0.10 n.s. 

upper 0.90 0.14 n.s.  0.07 n.s.  -0.11 n.s.  -0.14 n.s.  -0.15 n.s. 

median 0.50 0.41 ***  0.41 ***  0.13 n.s.  -0.24 **  -0.25 * 

lower 0.10 0.55 ***  0.63 ***  0.20 **  0.02 n.s.  -0.11 n.s. 

lower 0.05 0.55 ***  0.67 ***  0.18 n.s.  0.01 n.s.  0.05 n.s. 

                 

diurnal T 
range 

  no  one-sided  reverse  aligned  one-sided 

upper 0.95 0.15 n.s.  0.04 n.s.  -0.11 n.s. 

 

-0.21 * 

 

0.09 n.s. 

upper 0.90 0.10 n.s.  0.03 n.s.  -0.42 ** -0.39 *** 0.26 n.s. 

median 0.50 0.02 n.s.  0.12 *  -0.11 * -0.17 * 0.06 n.s. 

lower 0.10 0.25 n.s.  0.62 ***  0.11 n.s. -0.47 * -0.16 n.s. 

lower 0.05 0.46 n.s.  0.72 ***  0.47 * -0.41 ** -0.33 * 

                 

T 
seasonality 

  one-sided  one-sided  no  one-sided†  one-sided 

upper 0.95 -0.49 ***  -0.51 ***  -0.02 n.s.  -0.75 ***  -0.14 n.s. 

upper 0.90 -0.45 ***  -0.53 ***  0.32 n.s.  -0.62 ***  -0.29 * 

median 0.50 -0.04 n.s.  -0.11 n.s.  0.36 ***  -0.31 ***  -0.20 ** 

lower 0.10 0.01 n.s.  -0.09 n.s.  0.20 n.s.  -0.06 n.s.  -0.08 n.s. 

lower 0.05 -0.08 n.s.  -0.03 n.s.  0.26 n.s.  0.00 n.s.  -0.06 n.s. 

                 

annual P 

  no  one-sided  one-sided  aligned  reverse 

upper 0.95 -0.40 n.s.  -0.69 ***  -0.45 n.s.  0.54 ***  0.56 ** 

upper 0.90 -0.26 n.s.  -0.75 **  -0.31 n.s.  0.54 **  0.48 * 

median 0.05 0.16 *  0.12 n.s.  0.18 *  0.24 *  -0.18 n.s 

lower 0.10 0.03 n.s.  0.01 n.s.  0.12 ***  0.13 **  -0.06 ** 

lower 0.05 0.01 n.s.  0.02 n.s.  0.12 ***  0.15 **  -0.05 n.s 

                 

P of coldest 
quarter 

  one-sided  one-sided  one-sided  one-sided  one-sided 

upper 0.95 -0.30 n.s.  -0.40 **  -0.31 n.s.  0.28 n.s.  0.28 n.s. 

upper 0.90 -0.58 *  -0.38 n.s.  -0.77 **  0.69 ***  0.64 *** 

median 0.50 -0.02 n.s.  0.08 n.s.  -0.06 n.s.  0.33 **  -0.02 n.s. 

lower 0.10 0.00 n.s.  0.00 n.s.  0.01 n.s.  0.10 n.s.  -0.01 n.s. 

lower 0.05 -0.02 n.s.  -0.01 n.s.  0.01 n.s.  0.04 *  -0.01 n.s. 

                 

P of 
warmest 
quarter 

  no  no  no  no  no 

upper 0.95 0.05 n.s.  0.12 n.s.  -0.13 n.s.  -0.04 n.s.  -0.02 n.s. 

upper 0.90 0.10 n.s.  0.09 n.s.  -0.11 n.s.  0.03 n.s.  -0.02 n.s. 

median 0.50 0.21 **  0.20 ***  0.37 ***  -0.01 n.s.  -0.33 *** 

lower 0.10 0.03 n.s.  -0.04 n.s.  0.08 n.s.  0.01 n.s.  0.00 n.s. 

lower 0.05 0.00 n.s.  -0.01 n.s.  0.02 n.s.  0.01 n.s.  0.00 n.s. 
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GDD 

  one-sided  one-sided  one-sided  no  aligned 

upper 0.95 0.21 n.s.  0.26 n.s.  0.01 n.s.  -0.08 n.s.  -0.16 * 

upper 0.90 0.23 n.s.  0.09 n.s.  -0.05 n.s.  -0.10 n.s.  -0.23 n.s. 

median 0.50 0.47 ***  0.37 ***  0.19 n.s.  -0.33 **  -0.25 * 

lower 0.10 0.35 ***  0.40 ***  0.14 *  -0.07 n.s.  -0.10 * 

lower 0.05 0.14 n.s.  0.42 ***  0.07 n.s.  -0.01 n.s.  -0.07 * 

                 

net P 

  one-sided  one-sided  no  aligned  one-sided 

upper 0.95 -0.17 n.s.  -0.66 **  -0.42 n.s.  0.53 **  0.65 ** 

upper 0.90 -0.44 n.s.  -0.81 **  -0.48 n.s.  0.64 ***  0.49 * 

median 0.50 -0.01 n.s.  0.01 n.s.  0.11 n.s.  0.19 ***  -0.06 n.s. 

lower 0.10 -0.32 *  -0.24 n.s.  0.10 n.s.  0.36 **  -0.12 n.s. 

lower 0.05 -0.26 n.s.  -0.12 n.s.  0.01 n.s.  0.39 ***  -0.06 n.s. 

 

Notes: Slope estimates obtained from linear quantile regression relating the three measures defining the 

climatic ranges of 250 North American tree species (lower limit, upper limit, median) obtained for 8 

bioclimatic variables against the five traits, respectively (see Methods for details). Both the measures and 

the traits were standardized to mean zero and SD=1 to obtain comparable slope estimates. For the upper 

limits we estimated the upper regression quantiles (τ=0.95 and τ=0.90), for the lower limits the lower 

regression quantiles (τ=0.10 and τ=0.05) and for the median the 50
th

quantile. The type of proposed 

response patterns matched (see Fig.1C and Methods for rules) is written above each trait-climatic 

relationship, with bold letters identifying obvious patterns for which both outer quantiles (5
th

 ,10
th

 and/or 

90
th

,95
th

) show slopes significant different from zero (grey shaded in Fig. S1, see Methods for details). The 

significance levels of slopes were indicated as follows: not significant (n.s.), P<0.001 (***), P<0.01 (**), 

P<0.05 (*).†Estimates are based on heights larger than 22.3m which comprises almost 80% of total 

considered max. height range (146 species), see Fig.2 for presentation. 
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Table S2 

Intercepts and slopes of linear quantile regression lines for the relationships between traits and 

climate range measures for 250 North American tree species presented in Fig. S1. 

        

 

 

 

 

wood density 

 

 seed mass 

 

 sla  maximum height  longevity 

 

 

 

 

 

an
n

u
al

 T
 

τ β0 SE β1 SE  β0 SE β1 SE  β0 SE β1 SE  β0 SE β1 SE  β0 SE β1 SE 

0.95                         

0.90                         

0.50 -9.0 4.5 29.4 6.1  8.1 1.0 0.8 0.2       17 1.8 -1.0 0.4  22 4.0 -1.8 0.76 

0.10 -30.8 4.8 45.2 6.9  -4.8 1.6 1.3 0.2  -2.9 1.1 0.02 0.01           

0.05 -32.8 7.3 45.2 9.9  -8.3 1.0 1.4 0.3                

                          

d
iu

rn
al

 T
 r

an
ge

 0.95                20.6 0.69 -0.34 0.17      

0.90           19 0.4 -0.01 0.0  21.3 0.74 -0.62 0.13      

0.50      12 0.2 0.08 0.04  13 0.3 -0.002 0.001  14.1 0.54 -0.24 0.10      

0.10      6.8 0.7 0.43 0.09       12.3 1.71 -0.73 0.34      

0.05      5.4 0.7 0.49 0.12  4.64 1.5 0.01 0.006  10.31 1.29 -0.64 0.24  11.7 2.2 -0.88 0.42 

                          

T 
se

as
o

n
al

it
y 

0.95 23745 2846 -15083 4053  14876 472 -414 75       25623. 1990 -2078 305      

0.90 21895 2300 -13876 3125  14325 647 -430 99       22105. 2279 -1727 320  17136 1782 -916 351 

0.50           5779 373 8.97 1.81  11722. 838 -718 135  10364 1011 -534 196 

0.10                         

0.05                         

                          

an
n

u
al

 P
 

0.95      2949 166 -123 40.7       1270 409 216 61.6  298 801 386 133 

0.90      2720 412 -133 47.8       882 266 218 65.6  137 747 333 161 

0.50 534 212 745 273       905 137 0.82 0.59  682 178 69 31      

0.10           176 30 0.50 0.17  92 63 35 12  418 70 -29 11 

0.05           145 25 0.53 0.17  48 71 38 14      

                          

P
 o

f 
co

ld
es

t 
q

u
ar

te
r 0.95      1135 48 -32 11                

0.90 2022 525 -1756 767       1197 149 -2.3 0.8  91.8 214 125 32  -334 405 198 69 

0.50                58.6 69 39 13      

0.10                         

0.05                12.4 8 3.0 1.9      

                          

P
 o

f 
w

ar
m

es
t 

q
u

ar
te

r 0.95                         

0.90                         

0.50 50 85 323 109  231 19 8.4 2.2  155 21 0.56 0.08       556 71 -53 13 

0.10                         

0.05                         
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G
D

D
 

0.95                     761 125 -29 23 

0.90                         

0.50 -268 120 758 160  196 18 16 3       440 43.5 -32 9  502 87 -41 17 

0.10 -265 71 505 113  18 7.6 15 1.7  26 6.3 0.19 0.07       135 48 -15 7.7 

0.05      -1.5 9.6 16.1 2.5            97 25 -10 4.1 

                          

n
et

 P
 

0.95      2281 168 -117 39       649 448 212 65  -674 1008 447 167 

0.90      2111 441 -143 54       57 278 258 71  -527 649 334 142 

0.50                39 92 52 16      

0.10 438 438 -1148 746            -1023 167 96 32      

0.05                -1181 116 104 23      

 

Notes: Intercepts (β0) and slopes (β1) of significant (P<0.05) linear quantile regression lines (see Table S1) 

with their standard error (SE) regressing the upper climate ranges limits (τ=0.95 and τ=0.90), the lower 

climate range limits (τ=0.10 and τ=0.05) and the median climate preference (τ=0.50) of 250 North 

American tree species (146 species for T seasonality versus maximum height, respectively; see Table S1 

for further details) obtained for 8 bioclimatic variables against the five traits, respectively (see Methods for 

details). Before applying linear quantile regression traits were transformed to obtain normal distribution as 

follows: wood density was square root transformed, seed mass was log transformed, maximum height was 

square root transformed, life span was log transformed. 
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Table S3 

Intercepts and slopes of linear quantile regression lines for the relationships between maximum 

height and climate range measures for all North American tree species without Sequoia 

sempervirens with maximum height of 100.4m. 

 

 
 
  

maximum height of 249 tree species 
without Sequoia sempervirens = 100.4m 

 
 
 
 

an
n

u
al

 m
ea

n
 T

 

τ β0 SE β1 SE 

0.95 
 

   

0.90 
 

   

0.50 18.5 1.6 -1.2 0.3 

0.10 
 

   

0.05 
 

   

   
   

d
iu

rn
al

 T
 r

an
ge

 0.95 20.5 0.70 -0.31 0.16 

0.90 21.2 0.86 -0.58 0.16 

0.50 14.2 0.5 -0.27 0.10 

0.10 12.5 1.8 -0.77 0.36 

0.05 10.31 1.30 -0.64 0.24 

   
   

T 
se

as
o

n
al

it
y 

0.95 26700.55 2280.67 -2294.15 347.50 

0.90 22726.80 2710.90 -1803.77 381.72 

0.50 11633.98 885.80 -702.24 140.13 

0.10 
 

   

0.05 
 

   

   
   

an
n

u
al

 P
 

0.95 1270 394 215 61.2 

0.90 806 311 228 77 

0.50 677 180 71 31 

0.10 112 59 32 12 

0.05 53 79 37 16 

      

P
 o

f 
co

ld
es

t 

q
u

ar
te

r 

0.95 
 

   

0.90 68 201 131 30 

0.50 62 67 38 13 

0.10 
 

   

 0.05 12.4 8 3.0 1.8 

      

P
 o

f 
w

ar
m

es
t 

q
u

ar
te

r 

0.95     

0.90     

0.50     

0.10     

0.05     
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Notes: Intercepts (β0) and slopes (β1) of significant linear quantile regression lines (see Table S1) with their 

standard error (SE) regressing the upper envelope limits (τ=0.95, 0.90), the envelope median (τ=0.50) and 

the lower envelope limits (τ=0.10, 0.05) of 249 North American tree species against maximum height.  

 

 

Other supporting information files 

 
Dataset (data SI) is provided as txt. file only in the electronic version of this thesis. It contains the 

maximum attainable trait values of seed mass, wood density and maximum height as presented in 

the Fig.3 and Fig.S4-S5 and their longitude and latitude coordinates. 

      

G
D

D
 

0.95 
 

   

0.90 
 

   

0.50 440 47 -32 9 

0.10 
 

   

0.05 
 

   

      

n
et

 P
 (

m
m

) 

0.95 649 482 212 75 

0.90 57 267 258 65 

0.50 19 96 56 18 

0.10 -1148 160 128 31 

0.05 -1265 174 124 34 
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CHAPTER 4 

4 General Discussion 

4.1 Discussion of methods with respect to data type and ecological 

concepts 

In the study represented in Chapter 2 which addresses reseach question one, “What are 

fundamental trait spectra and do they reflect general plant strategies corroborating the 

prevalence of functional tradeoffs?”, we applied a two step approach. In the first step we 

quantified general trait spectra among 305 North American tree species based on 23 traits 

applying Principle Coordination Analysis (PCoA). In the second step we quantified how those 

spectra were correlated with ecological performance measures to determine whether general trait 

spectra reflect general ecological strategies corroborating the prevalence of fundamental 

functional tradeoffs (see Methods Chapter 2).  

PCoA is a distance-based metric ordination method which proceeds by eigenvector 

decomposition, i.e. the eigenvalues measure the amount of trait variation of the species along the 

ordination axes similar to a Principle Component analysis (PCA). Compared to PCA, PCoA is 

free in the choice of the distance measure. This is an advantage in this study because the 23 

considered traits have various statistical types (e.g. continuouse, ordinal, nominal, mulit-choice 

nominal) which are not treatable by Euclidean distance, the measure imposed by PCA. In this 

study a generalization of Gower’s distance (Pavoine et al. 2009) was used, which is able to deal 

with traits with such various statistical types. The calculated distances among species in the full 

ordination space are projected onto the space of reduced dimensionality (e.g. the first 3 

dimensions) by maximizing the linear correlation between the distances in the distance matrix 

and the distances in a space of low dimension. That means, PCoA ordination provides a 

Euclidean representation of distance relationships among species based upon their traits. Thus, 

obtained PCoA axes reflected major axes of trait variation which are represented by sets of co-

varying traits - so called ‘trait spectra’ reflecting general tradeoffs plants have to deal with. Since 

PCoA preserves the original distances in the full dimensional space (number of dimension = 

number of species-1) and is suited if many (or all) ordination axes are sought (Birks et al. 2012), 

it is generally an appropriate method exploring many tradeoffs (i.e. more than the known 2-3, see 

Chapter 1 – Plant functional traits with respect to plant strategy concepts, tradeoffs and species’ 
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niche differentiation). In contrast, non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMDS), a non-metric 

distance-based ordination method, would be preferred when one wants to represent as much as 

possible of species’ distance relationships in few dimensions. But this comes at the cost of 

preserving only the rank-order of the distances and not the distances themselves (Birks et al. 

2012). However, when aiming to quantify many trait spectra and their underlying tradeoffs the 

araising questions is: What are the number of axes to be considered (how many axes out of 304 

when e.g. running PCoA on all species) and which criteria can be used to select the most 

important axes? Generally, testing obtained axes for significance is seldom used because a strong 

null-hypothesis is missing. Thus, broken stick models (Frontier 1976) or the bootstrapped 

eigenvalue method (Jackson 1993) are used to determine how many axes represent important 

variation with respect to the data set for PCA (Peres-Neto et al. 2003). However, generally 

methods like PCA or PCoA are more frequently used for explorative analyses which want to 

formulate hypotheses which can be tested in an experimental setup or in an appropriate statistical 

design afterwards. The explorative data analysis was one main intention of this study. We 

explored only the first three axes because explained variance dropped down to values below 6% 

for the fourth axis upwards. The explained variance of the first three axes together exceeded 

45.5% maximally (analyzing the gymnosperms) but single ones did not reach more than 6.1% 

(analyzing all species). One reason of this small amount of explained variance per axis is the 

selection criteria of the 23 traits in order to prevent high correlation among traits due to 

established tradeoffs (e.g. seed mass and seed number would not both be considered) and 

relations (e.g. seed mass and seed size). Thus, rather many axes, each explaining low variance, 

than few axes, each explaining high variance, were expected. 

In a second step, the general trait spectra (i.e. the obtained PCoA axes) were linearly related 

to the five species specific ecological performance measures shade, drought and water tolerance 

and relative growth rate and fire tolerance. This two step approach was chosen because it allows 

also the detection of general trait spectra, which reflect adaptive strategies not captured by our 

five selected, namely evolutionary constraints, novel biophysical tradeoffs or specific adaption to 

other environmental factors (see Fig.3B and discussion in Chapter 2). Applying this two step 

approach and considering only the first three axes we might not have identified the major trait 

spectra that explain the five ecological performance measures best. For instance it could be that 

we missed trait spectra reflecting ecological performances better because they were loaded on 

higher axes (for instance shade tolerance correlated slightly better with the fifth PCoA axis than 

with the third axis in ‘angiosperm only’ analysis). For this reason we compared the results of the 

PCoA with a distance based Redundancy Analysis (db-RDA) which is the corresponding 
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constrained analysis (not shown in the study of chapter 2 but in the Appendix below). Db-RDA 

reveals general trait spectra which can be best explained by the ecological performance measures. 

Thus, if the results of the two-step approach are similar to the results of db-RDA, the quantified 

trait spectra (i.e. the first three PCoA axes) are indeed reflected by the considered ecological 

performance measures.  The db-RDA results were very similar (if not identical) to the results of 

the applied two-step approach (see Appendix Fig.A1-A3). This supports that the found 

fundamental trait spectra among North American woody tree species are mainly driven by species 

adaption to light and water availability and fast growth strategies. But it also points towards a 

considerable amount of trait variation which reflects evolutionary constraints and adaptation to 

other environmental drivers not captured with our five ecological performance measures.  

 

In chapter 3 the predictive power of five functional traits seed mass, wood density, specific leaf 

area, tree longevity and maxiumum height on species climate range limits is analyzed and the 

relationships are interpreted with respect to mechanistic processes of plants’ adaptation to the 

environment. In this study we used linear quantile regression instead of ordinary least square 

regression to predict climate range limits from traits. Linear quantile regression is the preferred 

approach when one assumes that ‘the law of the limiting factor’ is a general ecological concept 

underlying species distribution patterns because it estimates effects of limiting factors on 

organisms’ response (Cade and Noon 2003). 

 ‘The law of the limiting factor’ (Liebig’s law of the minimum) is a basic tenet in ecology 

and can be generalized as follows: the observed level of a response in a biological process will be 

governed by the input factor in least supply – the limiting factor. That means, any requisite factor 

can limit a response of an organism, but only one will be the active constraint at any given time 

and space (Kaiser et al. 1994). Limiting relationships are manifold in ecology describing for 

instance animal and plant responses to habitat conditions (Cade et al. 1999, Castedo-Dorado et al. 

2012, Kail et al. 2012), predator and prey relationships (Scharf et al. 1998) or algae growth to 

nutrients (Kaiser et al. 1994). Often these relationships show ‘wedge-shaped’ response patterns 

depicting unequal variation through the influence of unmeasured limiting factors. This is, because 

a biological response cannot change by more than some upper limit set by the measured factor but 

may change less when other (unmeasured) factors are limiting (Cade and Noon 2003). Thus, 

exploring the effect of the measured limiting factor one needs to focus rather on changes near the 

edges (maxima or minima) of the response distribution (i.e. the upper or lower regression 

quantile) than on changes of the mean (as ordinary least square regression does) where 

unmeasured factors may be the active limiting constraint (Kaiser et al. 1994, Cade et al. 1999, 
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Huston 2002). Estimating upper (or lower) regression quantiles provides an approximation of the 

limiting effect of the measured factor by accounting for the unmeasured factors (Cade et al. 

1999). Generally, applying quantile regression is appropriate for modeling limiting relationships 

when one variable is clearly the dependent variable and the other is clearly the independent 

variable (Cade et al. 1999). In our case we declare the traits as independent variables (predictor) 

assuming that they limit the species to distribute towards unsuitable environments because they 

constrain species performance there. This is in line with the trait-based niche approach where 

traits determine species’ niche parameters (Rosenzweig 1987, Violle and Jiang 2009, Chase and 

Myers 2011) like species minimum tolerable temperature which might be reflected by species 

range limits (see also Chapter 1 - The trait-based niche approach and its application). Thus, in 

our case, the climate range limits are the dependent variables (response) which are constrained by 

the traits. Hence, the estimates of the upper or lower quantiles of species’ climate range limits for 

a given trait give an approximation of the limiting effect of the trait on species’ climate limits, i.e. 

the quantiles provide an approximation of the maximum or minimum attainable climate value 

given a trait value. The major advantage of this approach is that it accounts for unmeasured 

limiting factors which prevent a species to distribute up to the estimated climate limits. Such 

unmeasured factors are manifold and could be local habitat factors like soil or mirco-climate 

requiring certain traits or the species is not in equilibrium with the climate because of historical 

effects or the observed trait interacts with other traits which do not perform in this climate. The 

application of the limiting factor theory to the trait-based niche concept (i.e. traits determine 

species niche and therefore limit species distribution) seems to be a logical consequence because 

the ‘limiting factor theory’ also underlies the environmental niche concept (i.e. environmental 

factors determine species niche and therefore limit species distribution) (Huston 2002, Austin 

2007). Both authors state that species presence is determined by multiple environmental factors 

which can all potentially occur at levels where they limit species survival. Because these factors 

vary across spatial scale it is very unlikely that the same single factor is always limiting. That 

means there is likely to be a shift from one limiting factor to another one resulting in ‘wedge-

shaped’ response patterns which consequently requires quantile regression to estimate the 

limiting effect of the considered factor on species distribution.  
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4.2 Overall discussion of the results with respect to data and niche 

concepts 

The study presented in chapter 2 showed that wood density, seed mass, maximum height, SLA 

and life span are important traits of complex trait spectra reflecting shade, drought and water 

logging tolerance and growth potential. They reflect ‘general plant strategy axes’ and describe 

plants adaptation to important environmental drivers and underlying tradeoffs. As seed mass, 

maximum height and specific leaf area belong to rather different trait spectra which are 

independent of each other, they can be used as proxy for different plant strategy axes (see e.g. 

Fig. 3 in Chapter 2). These findings support the conceptual trait-based plant strategy scheme of 

Westoby (1998). Furthermore, the findings presented confirm the use of these traits for the 

prediction of species distribution limits because they reflect different ways of plant functioning in 

dependence of key environmental drivers.  

However, analyses quantifying general trait spectra with the aim to detect different general 

plant strategy axes depend strongly on the selection of traits and on how well the traits reflect the 

manifold adaptations of plants. Traits are collected from a wide spectrum considering different 

aspects of plant functioning to capture as many strategy axes as possible (see Chapter 2, 

Methods). However, the inclusion of additional traits for which data were not available might 

complete the picture of important trait strategy axes. For example it would be interesting to see 

whether leaf size, which is thought to be an additional strategy axis beside axes represented by 

specific leaf area, maximum height ans seed mass (Westoby et al. 2002), would determine an 

additional independent axis in our study. Furthermore, we did not include traits directly related to 

temperature (e.g. winter buds, leaf/fruit phenology) despite being aware that temperature is a key 

driver in North American forest determining species distribution (Morin et al. 2007). At low 

temperatures water is frozen and thus not available for plants. Thus, adaptations to low 

temperature might have co-evolved by adaptation mechanisms to drought and traits reflecting 

high drought tolerance are also related to low temperature. As mentioned in the discussion of 

Chapter 3 the inclusion of additional traits related to inter-specific competition (e.g. mycorhizza 

association)  have the potential to detect additional  trait based strategy axes  reflecting recurrent 

pattern of plant specialization sensu Grime (1979). Generally the inclusion of additional traits 

could change the importance of the reported trait spectra (e.g. trait spectra reflecting adaptation to 

drought might explain less of the total variation than quantified in this study) and has the potential 
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to detect further important axes. I expect that the inclusion of additional traits will slightly change 

the composition of the found trait spectra, which might weaken or strengthen the reported 

relationships but will not alter or desolve them completely.  

Thus, relating wood density, seed mass, maximum height, SLA and life span to species 

climate range limits has the potential to discover general functional mechanisms controlling 

species climatic distribution limits. Quantifying the relationships between these five traits and 

climate range limits we found that some traits control climate range limits and some not (see 

Chapter 3). Traits related to drought tolerance such as wood density and seed mass affect species’ 

climate range limits like annual mean temperature and annual precipitation (see Fig. 2, Chapter 

3), while e.g. specific leaf area which is more related to shade tolerance (see Fig. 3, Chapter 2) 

does not affect climate range limits clearly (Fig. S1, Chapter 3). However, maximum height 

which was related to shade tolerance and growth rate (Fig. 1-3, Chapter 2) affects precipitation 

limits and temperature seasonality (Fig. 3, Chapter 3). The reason for this might be that some 

traits reflect tradeoffs operating only on local scales while others reflect tradeoffs operating on 

local and on continental scales. Maximum height might be an example of the second case because 

it is known to reflect different tradeoffs operating on different scales (Westoby et al. 2002, Falster 

and Westoby 2005, Moles et al. 2009). Since species climate range limits are derived from 

species geographical distribution maps, the considered processes operate on scales of 100 to 

several 1000 km², therefore local processes like succession which operate on community scale are 

not well reflected. This might be the reason why e.g. specific leaf area, which is a proxy for shade 

tolerance and thus reflects successional processes, does not show a geographical response. 

Furthermore, specific leaf area reflects species nutrient use efficiency and is therefore related to 

soil nutrient content which varies largely on local scales. On the investigated scale more abiotic 

filter processes like physiologically limitation in harsh climates determine species range limits 

(Wiens 2011) which is supported by climate envelope or habitat models modeling current species 

distribution of North American woody trees (McKenney et al. 2007). However, since these 

correlative models are based on the ‘environmental niche concept’ they do not discover or 

address the functional mechanism (e.g. physiological limits reflected by traits) operating at these 

range limits (see Chapter 1 – The ecological niche concept and its application) but quantify the 

abiotic environmental factors determining species distribution instead. Relating climate range 

limits to traits which reflect species’ functional adaptation to biotic and abiotic factors allows the 

detection of functional mechanisms of species sorting due to climatic constraints along large 

climatic gradients on continental scales. This approach links the ‘trait-based niche concept’ (i.e. a 

species can distribute towards a certain environment when its trait configuration allows it to 
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grow, reproduce and survive there) with the ‘environmental niche concept’ (i.e. a species can 

distribute towards sites where the environment allows it to grow, reproduce and survive) focusing 

on the level of the climate niche parameters, which largely determines species distribution on 

continental scales. Although this approach is still empirical at heart, it provides a novel way to 

detect whether and how key functional plant traits limit species distribution at this scale. Thus, it 

deepens our understanding of species sorting processes across large climatic gradients which is 

important to large scale patterns of functional and species diversity.  

4.3 General conclusions and future application 

This thesis focused on the investigation of two sets of questions:  

  

1) What are fundamental trait spectra and do they reflect general plant strategies 

corroborating the prevalence of functional tradeoffs?  

2) Can functional traits predict species climate range limits and do the relationships give 

insights into mechanistic processes of plants’ adaptations to the environment governing 

finally species distribution patterns on continental scale?  

  

with the aim to understand plants’ fundamental adaption mechanisms to the environment,  plants’ 

general ecological strategies and functional mechanisms underlying species sorting across large 

environmental gradients.   

 

Exploring question one we determined fundamental axes of plant trait variation and quantified 

general trait spectra and we found that they reflect general ecological strategies describing plants’ 

different responses to the environment and their underlying tradeoffs. However, some general 

trait spectra might either reflect phylogenetic patterns corroborating the prevalence of 

evolutionary tradeoffs or adaptation to disturbance causing temporal variation in resource 

variability. Thus, our results specify the different known constraints of trait variation, namely that 

traits co-vary because they reflect adaptations to the environment but also because of eco-

physiological and/or evolutionary tradeoffs a plant has to deal with (Lavorel et al. 2007). 

Generally, if well defined trait spectra emerge and these spectra explain a considerable amount of 

the total trait variation of a large and diverse trait matrix, it supports the notion that only a limited 

number of traits are necessary to explain a considerable amount of functional diversity and hence 

a considerable amount of plant strategies (Diaz et al. 2004, Westoby and Wright 2006). The 

identification of those traits which can together determine the general plant strategies on earth is 

the ultimate goal of modelers (Cornelissen et al. 2003, Lavorel et al. 2007, Kattge et al. 2011, 
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Weiher et al. 2011); see also Chapter 1 - On the relevance of the plant trait approach. Our results 

show that well known key traits like wood density, seed mass, specific leaf area and maximum 

height, which represent single trait axes in conceptual plant strategy schemes (Westoby 1998) 

and/or represent general trait spectra, for instance the leaf economic spectrum (Wright et al. 

2004), belong to complex trait spectra reflecting general ecological strategies. This supports the 

theory, that they are indeed important traits when determining general plant strategies and 

confirms their use in future DGVMs. Nevertheless, we also found a considerable number of trait 

spectra explaining low variance which might reflect multiple tradeoff axes. Assuming multiple 

tradeoff axes could explain the coexistence of many species (i.e. high diversity), which is not 

possible when only a few tradeoff axes are considered (Clark et al. 2007). Thus, an ultimate 

future aim should be to repeat the analyses with more traits (ideally traits related to plants 

competitive behavior) to explore whether there are more important tradeoff axes and/or support 

found ones. Moreover, a major challenge would be to look for suitable performance measures 

describing for instance species’ competitive performance which enables specification of such 

tradeoffs.  Repeating this kind of analysis for other species with the same set of traits would 

validate found trait spectra and tradeoffs, which is essential when implementing them in future 

DGVMs.   

 

Exploring question two we found that most of the key traits which reflect important ecological 

strategies of North American woody species constrain their climate distribution limits. Thus, our 

results allow the formulation of hypotheses about functional processes underlying species sorting 

across large climatic gradients. The functional principles derived can be validated by applying our 

approach to other species in other environments. Furthermore, the quantified relationships have 

the potential to be implemented in future DGVMs which go beyond PFT classification replacing 

there, for example, the fixed bioclimatic limits for PFTs making such models more mechanistic 

(see Chapter 3, Discussion, for more details). The produced trait maps which outline ‘no-go’ 

areas (Chapter 3, Fig.3) can be used to derive ‘species exclusion maps’. Furthermore, those maps 

might be useful for evaluation of the predictions made by species distribution models for climate 

change scenarios. The fact that some key traits did not show a limiting effect on species’ climate 

range limits points to their importance on local scales where biotic processes are assumed to 

dominate (see Chapter 3, Results and Discussion). Thus, considering for example community 

data (i.e. abundance data on plot level), data on topography (e.g. soil type, elevation, and slope) 

and measures of disturbance might be a solution to investigate the influence of local-scale 

processes when predicting species distribution limits. Data on dispersal limitations (e.g. historical 
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legacies) will complete the list of most influencing factors. The implementation of all these data 

into an integrative framework which links ecological theory, empirical data and statistical models 

can improve the prediction of species distribution patterns (see Chapter 1- The ecological niche 

concept and its application and (Boulangeat et al. (2012)) and has the potential to shed more light 

on the processes and rules of how plants are sorted across large gradients and assembled into 

communities. An enhanced understanding of these mechanisms enables better prediction of 

ecosystem processes and biodiversity under different climate scenarios what is an ultimate goal in 

a world subjected to climate change. 
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4.4 Appendix 

                     

Figure A1.  

Triplot result of db-RDA based on 289 species for the first two axes visualizing the species as points 

(weighted averages), the constraints as blue arrows and the PCoA axes scores as red lines. The arrows point 

in the direction of most rapid change and the angles among the arrows, lines and RDA axes reflect how 

strong they are correlated; small angles strong correlation, large angles low correlation, angle of 90 degree 

no correlation. Growth rate, water-logging tolerance and fire-tolerance determine together the first RDA 

axis which is reflected by first PCoA axis. This supports that the trait spectra underlying the first PCoA axis 

is best explained by these performance measures which is in line with the findings applying the two step 

approach in the study of Chapter 2. Drought tolerance determines the second RDA axis and is reflected by 

the second PCoA axis. This was also found in the two step approach. 
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Fig. A2. 

Triplot result of db-RDA based on 103 gymnosperm species for the first two axes visualizing the species 

(weighted averages), the constraints as blue arrows and the three most important PCoA axes scores as red 

lines. The constraints drought- and shade tolerance are inversely related and determine the first and the 

second RDA axis while growth rate is rather independent to these two constraints determining the second 

RDA axis. The PCoA axis 1 and 2 are inversely related and determine RDA axis 1, while PCoA axis 3 is 

rather independent to these determining RDA axis 3. In the two step approach we quantified also a trait 

spectrum which reflects the inverse relationship between shade- and drought tolerance which is determined 

by the first and the second PCoA axes. Independent to this trait spectrum we quantified another one 

reflecting potential growth rate which is determined by the third PCoA axes.  
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Fig. A3. 

Triplot result of db-RDA based on 186 angiosperm species for the first two axes visualizing the species 

(weighted averages) as points, the constraints as blue arrows and the PCoA axes scores as red lines. 

Drought tolerance and growth rate are inversely related and determine the first RDA axis which is reflected 

by the first PCoA axis which is in line with the findings of applying the two step approach. Shade tolerance 

determines the second RDA axis which is reflected by the fifth PCoA axis which is in line with the two 

step approach; we found the highest correlation between shade tolerance and the fifth PCoA axis and a 

weaker correlation with the third axis. 
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